
Concept 1 From National Parks to iconic cityscapes, there’s no better 
way to take in everything this amazing country has to offer 
than by hitting the road. 

With this guiding spirit in mind, we’re going to tell the story 
of the great American adventure from the first-person POV 
of some free-spirited travelers. 

Written like postcards to friends and family back home, 
these posts will give us a glimpse into each experience, 
every step of the way. As we follow along, we get to see 
where they go, what they do, and even guess where 
they’re headed next. And since they’ll be having so much 
fun, it’s sure to inspire even more eager adventurers to 
make some memories of their own with this classically 
American travel tradition.

WISH YOU WERE HERE



Concept 1 Visuals

• Images are from a POV perspective

• Lightly illustrated routes/maps can be incorporated into photos

• Could also include hand-written notes, captions, and doodles

• Galleries can be styled like modern-day versions of old-style postcards
 
Tactics

• Opportunity to feature traveling influencers or fictional travelers

• Fun facts and unusual trivia about famous destinations 

• Ask followers to guess where our travelers are headed (based on clues we 
provide) to encourage interactions 

WISH YOU WERE HERE
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Concept 2 We all make lists. Not only of things we want to do, but 
places we want to go. Maybe not today, but someday. 

Here, we compile the ultimate list of quintessential 
American experiences: See the fireworks in D.C. on the 
4th of July! Ride all the roller coasters at Cedar Point! 
Go stargazing in Lake Tahoe for the Perseid meteor 
shower! But enough about us. 

What about you, dear followers? Where do you want to 
go and what do you want to do? From the expected to 
the unexpected, as we make our way down our 
wanderlust wish list, this experience-based approach will 
get our audience thinking about their own travel goals. 
It’s time to get going and start crossing things off!

#TRAVELGOALS



Visuals

• Focus on iconic experiences and uniquely American activities

• Capture the feeling of one memorable moment in time

• Opportunity to use illustrative touches, animation, and cinemagraphs/gifs
 
Tactics

• Posts are written in first-person POV 

• Ask people to submit their best photos/videos of iconic experiences: “Have 
you experienced this? Show us!”

• Feature content and goals of users who use the hashtag to share their 
#travelgoals with us
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Concept 3 When there’s so much to do and see in such a rich 
and diverse country as the United States, getting 
around can get overwhelming. Sometimes, we could 
use some help from someone who knows what’s up 
and what’s going down.

So we’re going straight to the source and asking 
locals in popular destinations all over the U.S. to share 
their insider information on the places they call home. 
With their help, we’ll get to the heart of our homeland 
and put a human face on cities and towns all across 
America. 

Favorite beach? Best way to get around? Is deep-dish 
pizza really the way to go or should we grab a 
Chicago-style hot dog instead? We’ll get all the right 
answers and pointed in all the right directions.  

THE LOCAL LOWDOWN



Visuals

• Images are of people + places

• Use photo galleries to show “Best Of” lists

• Laydown shots of gear, iconic souvenirs, and fun trinkets from the region 
 
Tactics

• Feature local U.S. influencers (when we can) and work closely with our 
Partners

• Buzzfeed-style lists (i.e. 10 Best Hikes, 5 Top Spots for Clam Chowder in 
Rhode Island, etc.)

• “Off the beaten path” series of photos highlighting different ways to get 
around the region (bicycle, kayak, scooter, Segway, etc.)
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